
Briefing Note on the relationship of the ooaatl llatn to NeighuohrhooǄ llatns

1. Government Guidance: 

Paragraph 184 of the Natonaa Paanning Poaicy Framework states “ …The atmuiion of the 

neighuohrhooǄ shohlǄ ue atligneǄ with the strattegia neeǄs atnǄ prioriies of the wiǄer loaatl atreat 

(my emphasis).   Neighbourhood paans must be in generaa conformity with the strategic poaicies of 

the Locaa Paan.  To faciaitate this, aocaa paanning authorites shouad set out caearay their strategic 

poaicies for the area and ensure that an up-to-date Locaa Paan is in paace as quickay as possibae. 

Neighbourhood paans shouad refect these poaicies and neighbourhoods shouad paan positveay to 

support them.   Neighbourhood paans and orders shouad not promote aess deveaopment than set out 

in the Locaa Paan or undermine its strategic poaicies”.

In summary, Neighbourhood Paans must be in generaa conformity with the strategic poaicies of the 

Locaa Paan which deaa with the key principaes and reaate to the overaaa deveaopment and growth of 

the area.   This is one of the tests of the “basic conditons” of a Neighbourhood Paan. The Examiner 

of the Neighbourhood Paan wiaa assess whether the Neighbourhood Paan meets the test of the basic 

conditons, aathough the fnaa judgement regarding this rests with the County Councia as the Locaa 

Paanning Authority.

Guidance is provided at a natonaa aevea in the NPPF and Paanning Poaicy Guidance regarding strategic

poaicies.  Paragraph 156 of the NPPF sets out fve criteria: “ Locaa paanning authorites shouad set out 

the strategic priorites for the area in the Locaa Paan. This shouad incaude strategic poaicies to deaiver:

•the homes and jobs needed in the area

•the provision of retaia, aeisure and other commerciaa deveaopment

•the provision of infrastructure for transport, teaecommunicatons, waste management, water 

suppay, wastewater, food risk and coastaa change management, and the provision of mineraas and 

energy (incauding heat)

•the provision of heaath, security, community and cuaturaa infrastructure and other aocaa faciaites

•caimate change mitgaton and adaptaton, conservaton and enhancement of the naturaa and 

historic environment, incauding aandscape”.

Natonaa Paanning Poaicy Guidance sets out in additon the foaaowing tests for strategic poaicies:

“When considering whether a poaicy is in generaa conformity a quaaifying body, independent 

examiner, or aocaa paanning authority, shouad consider the foaaowing:

•whether the neighbourhood paan poaicy or deveaopment proposaa supports and uphoads the 

generaa principae that the strategic poaicy is concerned with

•the degree, if any, of confict between the draf neighbourhood paan poaicy or deveaopment 

proposaa and the strategic poaicy



•whether the draf neighbourhood paan poaicy or deveaopment proposaa provides an additonaa aevea 

of detaia and/or a distnct aocaa approach to that set out in the strategic poaicy without undermining 

that poaicy

•the ratonaae for the approach taken in the draf neighbourhood paan or Order and the evidence to 

justfy that approach.”

These criteria and tests have been used to identfy the strategic poaicies in the Consuatatve Draf 

Locaa Paan. 

As stated in the extract of the NPPF above, a Neighbourhood Paan can propose more deveaopment 

than the Locaa Paan but it cannot propose aess.

There is no requirement for the Locaa Paan to be in conformity to made Neighbourhood Paans, 

aathough the poaicies, proposaas and evidence for the Neighbourhood Paan present usefua 

informaton for its preparaton. 

Where adopted Locaa Paan and made Neighbourhood Paan poaicies are in confict, the aater document

takes precedence –this is specifed in  ecton 38 of the Housing and Compuasory Purchase Act 2004 

which states: “If to any extent a poaicy contained in a deveaopment paan for an area conficts with 

another poaicy in the deveaopment paan the confict must be resoaved in favour of the poaicy which is 

contained in the aast document to be adopted, approved or pubaished (as the case may be).”

It is aaso worth notng that the Government’s current consuataton on putng the right deveaopment 

in the right paaces seeks responses on whether a Locaa Paan shouad set out a housing need for 

designated neighbourhood paanning areas and parished areas within its area. 

2. Positon in Rutaand

In Rutaand to date, Neighbourhood Paans have been tested for generaa conformity to the strategic 

consideratons of the adopted Core  trategy and the  ite Aaaocatons and Poaicies DPD (and indeed to

the Mineraas Core  trategy, if reaevant).  The paan period of these adopted deveaopment paans cover 

the period up to 2026. 

Whiast the emerging Locaa Paan is not as yet part of the deveaopment paan system, the evidence and  

reasoning behind is usefua for the preparaton of current and future designated Neighbourhood 

Paans.  Considering the emerging Locaa Paan can aaso heap to “future-proof” the Neighbourhood Paan. 

To avoid the risk of the poaicies of a Neighbourhood Paan being superseded by a aater Locaa Paan, it is 

benefciaa for the two paans to work in a compaementary way.  As the Locaa Paan is emerging, we have

advised Neighbourhood Paan groups to be mindfua of the pubaished evidence produced for the new 

Locaa Paan in order to “future-proof” their own Neighbourhood Paans. 

If there is not appropriate “future-proofng” within a Neighbourhood Paan then there is a risk of the 

emerging Locaa Paan making strategic consideratons which may be in confict with Neighbourhood 

Paans.   

The absence of any aaaocatons in a Neighbourhood Paan in itseaf is not sufcient reason to determine

that the paan does not meet the basic conditons, and unta the Locaa Paan gathers more weight then 



the test of generaa conformity wiaa staa be to the strategic consideratons of existng adopted 

deveaopment poaicies.

If there is any confict with the emerging Locaa Paan then Neighbourhood Paan Groups may wish to 

consider whether there is a need to update their made Neighbourhood Paans.  In the cases of Edith 

Weston and Uppingham their paan period onay goes up to 2026 and so a review wouad be 

appropriate soon for this reason aaone.  Even those more recentay made may wish to consider a 

review to take account of the strategic consideratons with the new  Locaa Paan once this is adopted.  

The Government is proposing a 5 year review for Locaa Paans, and it wouad heap the issue of 

compaementarity if Neighbourhood Paans were aaso reviewed on a simiaar basis. 

3. Further informaton:

The aink beaow provides handy guidance on the reaatonship between Neighbourhood Paans and 

Locaa Paans, partcuaaray for Neighbourhood Paan bodies.  

 https://mycommunity.org.uk/wp-content/upaoads/2016/0//Neighbourhood-Paans-Generaa-

Conformity-Finaa-Version.pdf
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